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Recon gurable computers based on eld programmable gate
array technology allow applications to be realized directly in digital logic.
The inherent concurrency of hardware distinguishes such computers from
microprocessor{based machines in which the concurrency of the underlying hardware is xed and abstracted from the programmer by the software model. However, recon gurable logic allows the potential to exploit
\real" concurrency. We are therefore interested in knowing how to exploit
this concurrency, how to model concurrent computations, and which languages allow us to control the hardware most e ectively. The purpose of
this paper is to demonstrate that behavioural descriptions expressed in
a process algebraic language can be readily and intuitively compiled to
recon gurable logic and that this contributes to the goal of discovering
appropriate high{level languages for run{time recon guration.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
The term recon gurable computer is currently used to denote a machine based
on eld programmable gate array (FPGA) technology. This chip technology is
programmable at the gate level thereby allowing any discrete digital logic system
to be instantiated. It di ers from the classical von Neumann computing paradigm
in that a program does not reside in memory but rather an application is realized
directly in digital logic.
For some computing and electronic control applications we are able to exploit the inherent concurrency of digital logic to directly realize algorithms as
custom hardware to gain a performance advantage over software executing on
conventional microprocessors. Given this observation, we may ask a wide range
of questions, such as: how do we exploit this concurrency? How do we harness
it to perform computations? How do we model such computation? And what
programming languages should we use to help programmers/designers?
This paper demonstrates that we can intuitively and rapidly compile a high{
level language that is oriented to describing concurrency and communication
into recon gurable logic. We show how the core features of process algebras

[5, 7, 4] and the Circal process algebra in particular [5, 6] can be mapped into
recon gurable logic.
The rationale for focusing on using a process algebra as the basis of a language
for specifying recon gurable logic are that it expresses the behaviour of a design
in an abstract, technology{independent fashion and it emphasizes computation
in terms of a hierarchical, modular, and interconnected structure. Process algebra
have an extensive track record in the expression and representation of highly
concurrent systems including digital hardware [1, 6] and are thus a good basis
for a high{level language.
A high{level language based on process algebra is quite di erent from classical hardware description languages, such as VHDL and Verilog, that are oriented
towards register{transfer and gate{level descriptions. Instead, this approach provides designers with a design paradigm focussed on behavioural process modules
and their interconnection. Because of its modular focus, our approach aids the
rapid compilation and partial recon guration of designs at run{time. Our approach also presents us with the potential for formally verifying the compilation
algorithm. Related research on veri able compilation to FPGAs was performed
by Shaw and Milne [9] while Page and Luk [8] also constructed an Occam to
FPGA compiler.
Circal models emphasize the control of and communication between processes. The rapid compilation of Circal models allows assemblies of interacting
nite state machines to be implemented quickly. Apart from logic controllers,
we may thus be able to build and quickly modify test pattern generators that
function at near hardware speed. This project also aims to support dynamic
structures that may facilitate the control of dynamically recon gurable logic.
In the following section we provide an overview of the Circal process algebra
and the source language for our compiler. Section 3 introduces our contribution
with an overview of the compiler. We describe a technology{independent circuit
model of Circal processes in Section 4. The mapping of these circuits to FPGAs,
and Xilinx XC6200 chips in particular, is discussed in Section 5. The derivation
of the mapping from behavioural Circal descriptions is outlined in Section 6. A
summary of the paper and directions for further work are presented in Section 7.

2 The Circal process algebra
Circal is an event{based language; processes interact by participating in events,
and sets of simultaneous events are termed actions. For an event to occur, all
processes that include the event in their speci cation must be in a state that
allows them to participate in the event. The Circal language primitives are:

State De nition P Q de nes process P to have the behaviour of term Q.
Termination =n is a deadlock state from which a process cannot evolve.
Guarding a P is a process that synchronizes to perform event a and then behaves as P . (a b) P synchronizes with events a and b simultaneously and then
behaves as P .

Choice P + Q is a term that chooses between the actions in process P and

those in Q, the choice depending upon the environment in which the process
is executed.
Non{determinism P & Q de nes an internal choice that is determined by the
process without in uence from its environment.
Composition P  Q runs P and Q in parallel, with synchronization occuring
over similarly named events.
Abstraction P a hides event set a from P , the actions in a becoming unobservable.
Relabelling P [a=b] replaces references to event b in P with the event named a.

3 Overview of compiler operation
This paper describes our e orts to implement a subset of Circal suited to the
instantiation of Circal process models as recon gurable logic circuits. The implementation of the hardware compiler is referred to as HCircal.
An HCircal source le consists of a declaration part, a process de nition part,
and an implementation part. Events and processes must be declared before use.
The de nition part consists of a sequence of process de nitions adhering to the
Circal BNF. The implementation part is introduced with the Implement declarative and is followed by a comma{delimited list of process compositions that is
to be implemented in hardware. Processes must be de ned before they are referred to in an Implement statement. HCircal does not currently allow the user
to model non{determinism, abstraction, or relabelling. However, implementations of abstraction and relabelling are straightforward extensions to the current
system.
In outline, the HCircal compiler operates as follows:
1. The user inputs an HCircal speci cation of the system to be implemented.
2. A compiler analyses the speci cation to produce a hardware implementation
and a driver program for interacting with the hardware model
{ The current hardware model is in the form of a Xilinx XC6200 FPGA
con guration bitstream [10] suitable for loading onto XC6200{based recon gurable coprocessors such as the SPACE.2 board [3].
{ The driver program is a C program that executes on the host. The program loads the con guration onto the coprocessor and allows the user
to interact with the implemented system.
3. The user runs the driver program and interacts with the hardware model by
entering event traces and observing the system response.
The following sections describe the mapping from behavioural descriptions to
technology{independent circuits, the decomposition of the circuits into modules
for which FPGA con gurations are readily generated, and the derivation of the
module parameters from the Circal speci cation. The generation of the host
program is a straightforward specialization of a general program that obtains
appropriate event inputs, loads the input registers, and reads the process state
registers. It is not further discussed.

4 A circuit model of Circal
The aim of the model is to represent, as faithfully as possible, Circal semantics in hardware. The design concentrates on the representation of the Circal
composition operator, which is of central importance because it is through the
composition of processes that interesting behaviour is established. When processes are composed in hardware they are executed concurrently.
The hardware implementation of the Circal system follows design principles
that aim to generate fast circuits quickly. The rst of these is that, for the sake of
speed and scalability, the hardware representation of Circal aims to minimize its
dependence upon global computation at the compilation and execution phases.
The second principle is that we choose to design for ease of run{time instantiation
and computational speed over area minimality. The motivation for these choices
is the desire to leverage the speedup a orded by concurrently executing the
Circal system in hardware; they are supported by the ability to recon gure the
gate array at run{time in order to provide a limitless circuit area. Finally, we
desire a reusable design because we believe that will facilitate design synthesis,
circuit recon guration, and future investigations into dynamically structured
Circal.

4.1 Design outline
A block diagram of a digital circuit that implements a composition of Circal
processes in hardware. is shown in Figure 1(a).
The circuit consists of a set of interconnected processes that respond to inputs from the environment by undergoing state transitions. Processes are implemented as blocks of logic with state. In a given state, each process responds to
events according to the Circal process de nitions. Individual processes examine
the event o ered by the environment and produce a \request to synchronize"
signal if the event is found to be acceptable. The request signals for all processes
are then reduced to a single synchronization signal that each process responds
to independently.
Implementing Circal in synchronous FPGA circuits leads us to assume that:
an event occurs at most once during a clock period; the next state is determined
by the events that occurred during the previous clock period; and, if no event
occurs between consecutive positive clock edges, then the idling transition P !
P occurs upon the second clock edge by default.

4.2 Process logic design
Process logic blocks are derived from the process de nition syntax and represented as compact localized blocks of logic to simplify the placement and routing
of the system. A high{level view of a process logic block is given in Figure 1(b).
A process is designed to respond to events in the environment that are acceptable to all processes in the composed system. In order to perform this function, the process logic rst checks whether the event is acceptable to itself. If
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(a) Circuit block diagram, and (b) Circal process logic block.

all processes nd the event acceptable, the event synchronization logic returns a
synchronization signal that is used by individual process logic blocks to enable
the state transition guarded by the event. The following subsections describe the
process logic design in more detail.

Determining the validity of event combinations We construct a combi-

national circuit that checks whether the events in the sort of the process form a
valid guard for the current state. The process also accepts a null event (an event
not in its sort) in order to allow other processes to respond to events it does not
care about. The current state of the process is recycled if an unacceptable or
null event is o ered by the environment.
Let us assume at most k possibly recursive de nitions P0 ; P1 ; : : : ; Pk 1 are
necessary to describe the evolution of process P with sort S = fe0 ; e1 ; :::; en 1 g,
and that Pi , with 0  i  k 1, is de ned as Pi
gi;0 Pi;0 + ::: + gi;j Pi;j +
::: + gi;j Pi;j ; where index i refers to the current state, Pi;j is the next state,
P0 ; :::; Pk 1 , the state Pi evolves to under guard gi;j  S , and gi;j is interpreted
as the simultaneous occurrence of the events in gi;j . The de nition for Pi consists
of ji + 1 guarded terms where the gi;j are all distinct. Note that there may be
at most k distinct next states but 2n 1 distinct guards.
If we think of the events and states as boolean variables, then in state Pi the
process responds to event combinations in the set f i;j g [ fS g; where i;j =
"0 "1 ::: "n 1 and "l = el or "l = el , for 0  l  n 1, depending upon whether or
i

i

P

not el 2 gi;j , and where S = e0 e1 ::: en 1 is the null event for sort S . Process P
in state Pi therefore accepts the boolean expression of events S + 0j j i;j .
The request for synchronization signal, rP , is thus formed from the expressions for all states: rP = 0ik 1 (S + 0j j i;j ):Pi :
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Checking the acceptability of an event The request signals for all processes

are ANDed together in an AND gate tree that is implemented external to the
individual process logic blocks. The output of the tree is fed back to each process
as the synchronization signal, s.

Enabling state transitions The state of the process is stored in ip{ ops |

one for each state. Let DP ; 0  l  k 1; denote the boolean input function of the
D{type ip{ op for state Pl . Then we can derive the following boolean equations
from the process de nitions: DP = s:(S :Pl + 0ik 1 P =P i;j :Pi;j ) +
s:Pl ; for 0  l  k 1:
In the above equations, the terms in parentheses are enabled when the synchronization signal, s, is high. These terms correspond to the guards on state
transitions and to state recycling if a null event was o ered to this process. The
last term in the equations forces the current state to be renewed if the processes
could not accept the event combination o ered by the environment. By observing the synchronization signal, the environment can determine whether or not
an event was accepted and can thus be constrained by the process composition.
l
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4.3 The complete process logic block
The disjunction of the parenthesized terms in the ip{ op input functions implements the same boolean function as that to obtain the request signal. We
therefore use the state selection circuits to form the request signal and use the
synchronization signal to enable the selection.

5 Mapping circuits to recon gurable logic
In this section we consider the placement and routing of the circuits derived
in Section 4. The derivation of circuit requirements from the speci cation is
discussed in the next section.
Our primary compilation goal is to generate FPGA con gurations rapidly. We
also want to be able to replace circuitry at run{time to explore changing process
behaviours and to overcome resource limitations. For this reason we're interested
in mapping to Xilinx XC6200 technology because its open architecture allows us
to produce our own tools and because the chip is partially recon gurable.
DiÆculties with placing and routing the Circal models satisfactorily with
XACTStep, the Xilinx APR tool for XC6200, led us to consider decomposing
the circuits into modules that can be placed and routed under program control.
These modules serve as an attractive intermediate form since they are easily

derived from the speci cation, they completely describe the circuits to be implemented in a hardware{independent manner, and the FPGA con guration can
be generated without further analysis.
The circuits described in Section 4 are speci ed in terms of parameterised
modules that communicate via adjoining ports when they are abutted on the
array surface. To simplify the layout of the circuits, all modules are rectangular
in shape. The internal layout of modules is also simpli ed by using local interconnects only. The module representation of the circuits is readily mapped to
a particular hardware technology by suitable module generators. The compiler
can thus be ported to a new FPGA type by implementing a new set of module
generators.
We distinguish between 9 module types. Each module type implements a speci c combinational logic function using a particular spatial arrangement. Modules are speci ed in terms of their location on the array, input and/or output
wire bit vectors, and the speci c function they are to implement, e.g., minterm
number. The interested reader is referred to our technical report for a complete
description of the module functions, parameters, and circuit generators [2].

6 Deriving modules from process descriptions
For each unique process that is to be implemented, a process template that
consists of the modules comprising the process logic is constructed. The module
parameters for a process template are independently calculated using relative
o sets. Once the size of the logic for each template is known, a copy with absolute
o sets ( nal placement of modules) is made for each process to be implemented.
When all the parameters are known, the FPGA con guration is generated.
Currently the compilation is performed o {line and the con gurations generated are static. In future implementations we plan to experiment with replacing
modules at run{time to overcome resource limitations and implement dynamically changing process behaviours. Minor behavioural changes may simply involve replacing minterms or guard modules which could be done very quickly.
The regular shapes and small sizes of modules may allow us to distribute them
and nalize the module positioning at run{time in order to maximize array utilization.
For a more detailed description of the steps in the derivation of the module
representation please refer to [2].

7 Conclusions
We have shown how to model Circal processes as circuits that can be mapped to
blocks of logic on a recon gurable chip. Modelling system components as independent blocks of logic allows them to be generated independently, to be implemented in a distributed fashion, to operate concurrently, and to be swapped to
overcome resource limitations. The model thus exploits the hierarchy and modularity inherent in behavioural descriptions to support virtualization of hardware.

We have shown how to instantiate a circuit by decomposing it into parametric modules that perform functions above the gate level. To simplify the layout,
modules are mapped to rectangular regions that are wired together by abutting
them on a chip. Since the modules completely describe the circuits to be implemented in a hardware{independent yet readily mapped manner, they could
serve as a mobile description of Circal processes that can be transmitted and
instantiated remotely.
Future work will investigate developing an interpreter that adapts to resource
availability and supports dynamic process behaviour. We also intend assessing
the usability of process algebraic speci cations for a number of applications. A
further direction is to enhance the HCircal language to support stream{oriented
and data{parallel computations.
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